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CHAPTER I INTRODUCTION 
Statement 2£ ~ Problem. Great stress should be 
placed on the educational, cultural, and moral possibilities 
of the privilage and opportunity of working with young 
bandsmen. The band leader has failed if his work has not 
contributed toward making better citizens out of his students. 
The medium of communication of these possibilities by the 
band director is through his enthusiastic guidance into 
musical performances worthy of the respect and appreciation 
of the community or section of the country being served. 
These performances take the form of concerts, parades or 
appearances at athletic contests. 
There are many problems involved in musical performances 
at athletic contests. First, the band director must devise 
a new theme for each public performance which may occur 
weekly for as many as twelve consecutive weeks. Second, 
the amount of time involved by the director in making plans 
for the theme and by the band members practicing the music 
and maneuvers is greatly increased. Third, there is an 
increased expenditure of money for extra sheet music, 
uncommon instruments and additional equipment necessary 
to such performances. 
The appearance of school bands at football games is 
one of the most popular mediums of musical expression in 
the United States to-day. There are few fields of music 
education better equipped to show the public this musical 
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achievement. The bandsman is also aware of this popular 
demand and in an attempt to be a wanted member of his school 
society is anxious to become a member of the school band. 
By doing so he is unconciously subordinating himself to the 
action of the group. He learns first hand the meaning of 
teamcwrk through the musical part he plays and the position 
he moves in while marching and forming military formations. 
Significance of the Problem. Since the public is 
responsible in large part for the school band movement, 
and since the public through taxation is paying for public 
education, it is reasonable to assume that musical perform-
ances at athletic contests should be provided subject to 
the limitations and abilities of the bandsmen at the secondary 
level. Also, the school committees, superintendents and 
principals who have included band performance curriculums 
should be aware not only of the time, money and effort 
involved but also the specific requirements of rehearsal 
time and space and the physical needs of such organizations. 
Delimit:,,tions. It is not the purpose of this thesis 
to elaborate upon the physical, musical, or functional 
requirements of the school band. Inclusion of these elements 
through casual reference, experience, and occasional 
statistics will amplify the significance of the problem. 
For example, the physical size of the band is iml)Ortant 
to any director, but 1·lithin t 'is thesis there is no attempt 
2 
to elaborate on "building" techniques in terms of members. 
In the area of functional procedures, there is no attempt 
to set forth drill patterns and techniques, although there 
are numerous allusions and suggestions appropriate to such 
thought. 
Specific Statement Q! the Problem. This survey was 
devised for the purpose of gaining concise information 
directly from the university and college directors who are 
confronted with the problems of marching bands. Specifically, 
the questionnaire and the guiding topics of this thesis 
were concerned with the factors of divising new thematic 
material for band shows, investigating the amount of time 
spent in preparation of these performances and justifying 
the additional expenditure of money. 
The success of musical performances at athletic contests 
rests entirely with the band director. His energy, time, 
thought and enthusiasm has to be the golden thread in the 
otherwise dull fabric. For the theme of the week-end show 
he must select the best and most suitable music and insist 
upon good performance. He must teach good marching and 
drilling techniques suitable to the smooth operation of the 
band while on the field. He must insist upon precision, for 
through precision is gained the snap and appeal so vital to 
the success of the performance. 
Within this thesis will be found the combined statistics 
of fifty-three college and university bands. Also information 
is provided which encompasses all of the major problems and 
3 
Practices and in many instances examples are given to justify 
the practice and devises used in remedying such problems. 
Definition of Terms. Musical performance is considered to 
be that type of music common to the marching band and those 
military formations executed out-of-doors. Athletic contests 
refer to the pregame and half-time activities of the band 
at a football game. The term school band is defined as a 
senior high school band which might include a few proficient 
members of the junior high school. The physical aspect of 
the band refers to the name,size, rehearsal schedule, type 
of uniform and marching cadence. The term functional 
concerns the drilling and letter formations common to half-
time activities. 
Sources ££ ~· The beat and moat informative source 
od data for this thesis was found in the written and verbal 
contact with college directors who were interested in 
divulging the type of information not usually found in 
books or articles written on the subject. This information 
has been compiled and digested in easily interpreted 
statistics which include bands of a variety of size, 
instrumentation and degree of proficiency. 
Usual library sources, including a survey of periodicals, 
provided some information as >Jell as inspiration for further 
study. 
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CHAPTER II 
PRESENTATION OF DATA 
Procedure or Survey 
~ne plan or the survey includes three main sections 
which are as follows. Questions one through eleven are 
or s pnyaica1 nature pertaining to the name, size, rehearsal 
schedule, type or unirorm and marching cadence or the 
organization. Questions twelve through twenty-rour 
pertain to the music and formations used. and questions 
twenty-five through thirty-two are or a general inrormational 
nature. Two or the important and helprul questions in 
this survey are numbers twenty-nine and thirty-one which 
are concerned with the moat serious problema in the 
production of musical performances and the three best 
suggestions that could be given to band directors to 
solve some or thea& problems. (See appendix for copy 
ot letter and complete questionnaire.) 
THE DATA 
Question 1. (Name of School.) 
Suestion 2. (Location) 
Question 3;. (Name or Band Director) 
The rollowing is a list or the fifty-three colleges 
and universiti~s that reported on this survey. 
5 
L~T 
Arizona, University of. Tuscon, Arizona. 
Samuel s. Fain, Director. 
Boston College. Chestnut Hill, Massachusetts. 
Walter L. Mayo, Director. 
Bowdoin College. Brunswick, Maine 
Ary Dolfer, Director. 
Donald Blodget, Student Director 
Brown University. Providence, Rhode Island 
Professor Martin Fisher, Director 
Cincinnati, University of. Cincinnati, Ohio 
R.K. Hamilton, Director 
Citadel, The. Charleston, South Carolina 
Lenn Freda, Director 
Clemson College. Clemson, South Carolina 
Jack Padgett, Director 
High H. McGarity, Director of Music 
Colgate University. Hamilton, New York 
Lloyd Huntley, Director 
Connecticut, University of. Storrs, Connecticut 
Andrew McMullan, Director 
Cornell University. Ithaca, New York 
William A. Campbell, Director 
Delaware, University of. Newark, Delaware 
Harold B. Backman, Director 
Reid Poole, Assistant Director 
Georgia Tech. Atlanta, Georgia 
Ben Sick, Director 
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Harvard University. Cambridge, Massachusetts 
Malcolm H. Holmes '2S, Director 
Haverford College. Haverford, Pennsylvania 
William H. Reese, Assistant Professor of Music 
Student Director 
Idaho State College. Pocatello, Idaho 
Robert 1. Grainger, Director 
Idaho, University of. Moscow, Idaho 
Kermit F. Hosch, Director 
Illinois, University of. Urbana, Illinois 
Mark H. Hindsley, Director of Bands 
Everett D. Kesinger, Football Band Director 
Indiana University. Bloomington, Indiana 
Daniel L. Martino, Director 
Charles F. Keen, Assistant Director 
Iowa, State University. Iowa City, Iowa 
G.B. Righter, Director 
Kent State University. Kent, Ohio 
R.D. Metcalf, Director 
Louisiana State University. Baton Rougle, Louisiana 
L. Bruce Jones, Director 
Houston c. Jenks, Assistant Director 
Jllaine, University of. Orono, Maine 
Massachusetts, University of. Amherst, Massachusetts 
Joseph Contino, Director 
Miami, University of. Coral Gables, Florida 
Fred McCall, Director 
Montana State College. Bozeman, Montana 
Edmond P. Seding, Director 
7 
New Hampshire, University o£. Durham, New Hampshire 
Professor G.c. Reynolds, Director 
Allen Owen, Assistant Director 
8 
North Carolina State College of Agriculture and Engineering 
Raleigh, North Carolina 
Christian D. Kutschinski, Director 
North Carolina, University of. Chapel Hill, North Carolina 
Earl Slocum, Director 
H. Henderson, Assistant Director 
Notre Dame, University of. Notre Dame, Indiana 
Lee Hope, Director 
Ohio State University. Columbus, Ohio 
Manley R. Whitcomb, Director 
Jack o. Evans, Assistant Director 
Ohio University. Athens, Ohio 
Charles E. Gilbert, Director 
William R. Brophy, Assistant Director 
Oklahoma A. and M. College. Stillwater, Oklahoma 
Max A. Mitchell, Director of Concert Band 
Hiram H. Henry, Director of Football Band 
Willis Olson, Director of Military Band 
Oklahoma, University of. Norman, Oklahoma 
Leonard H. Haug, Director 
Robert W. Ross, Assistant Director 
Richard Brightwell, Assistant Director 
Oregon, University of. Eugene, Oregon 
Robert Vagner, Director 
Ira Lee, Assistant Director 
Pennsylvania State College. State College, Pennsylvania 
James w. Dunlop, Director 
Pennsylvania, University of. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
George Bird, Director 
Dr. B.C. Beach, Director 
Redlands, University of. Redlands, California 
Dr. Joseph E. Brugman, Director 
Rochester, University of. Rochester, New York 
Raymond J. Hasenaver, Director 
South Carolina, University of. Columbia, South Carolina 
Richard H. Zimmermann, Director 
South Dakota, University of. Vermillion, South Dakota 
Merton Utgard, Director 
Springfield College. Springfield, Massachusetts 
Gilbert T. Vickers, Director 
Temple University. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
John H. Jenny, Director of Bands 
Edwin H. Roberts, Assistant Director of Bands 
Howard Chivian, Director of Owl Band 
Trinity College. Hartford, Connecticut 
Lawrence Coulter, Director 
Tufts College. Medford, Massachusetts 
William J. King, Director 
University of California at Los Angeles. Los Angeles, 
California 
Patton c. McNaughton, Director 
Union College. Schenectady, New York 
Robert L. Miller, Director 
Utah, University of. Salt Lake City, Utah 
Ronald D. Gregory, Director 
Eugene Helland, Assistant Director 
Virginia Military Institute. Lexington, Virginia 
John P. Swieki, Director 
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Western Reserve University. Cleveland, Ohio 
Arnold Perris, Director 
William and Mary, College of. Williams;berg, Virginia 
Alan c. Stewart, Director 
Wisconsin, University of, Madison, Wisconsin 
Raymond F. Dvorak, Director 
Robert M. Fleury, Assistant Director 
Donald Marioullier, Assistant Director 
Wyoming, University of. Laramie, Wyoming 
Edgar J, Lewis Jr., Director 
Charles P. Seltenrich, Assistant Director 
Question 4. (Band Enrollment.) The total membership 
of all the college bands reporting on this survey was: five 
thousand and four, The average size band of all the colleges 
was found to be ninety-five and five tenths members per band. 
The largest band to report was Ohio State University with 
an enrollment of three hundred and seventeen while the smallest 
was Haverford College with only fifteen, Eighteen colleges 
nave bands with an enrollment of sixty or under which is 
roughly one-third of the total group reporting, 
Suestion 5, (Number of twirlers,) The results of tne 
number of twirlers used in esc~ band in this survey snows the 
average per band to be two and seventy-one hundredths or 
roughly three twirlers per band, Kent State university used 
the greatest number totaling ten while sixteen other colleges 
used none. The greatest number of college band directors 
do not consider twirlers important enough to the total effect 
of the band and its production to warrant their inclusion. 
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Question 6. (Instrumentation.) This question was 
used in the band survey to supply more accurate information 
on each individual band studied. The report on question 
I 
number twenty-four will provide much of the information 
which might otherwise be duplicated between the two questionm. 
However, if further information is desired on this question 
it can be obtained by writing to the college or university 
concerned. 
Question 1. (Color Guard.) Of the fifty-three reports 
received, thirteen directors use colors end color bearers. 
In most caaes. the extent of their activity is confined to 
pre-game participation for the purpose of beginning the 
athletic contest with the Star Spangled Banner. 
Question 8. (Description of Uniform.) The most 
common type uniform described was the plain military cost 
and trouser style augmented with different accessories 
according to the individual band. Twenty-three organizations 
used this style against only three "Eisenhower" jacket and 
trouser style, two "West Point" style, two blazer end trouser 
combination and two sweater end trouser style. 
UCLA has two complete uniforms which ere entirely 
different. The first is the regular military type of blue 
end gold trim. The second is the collegiate type consisting 
of yellow trousers, blue cardigan jacket, white shirt, gold 
tie, white socks and gold shoes. 
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Question 9. (Marching Cadence.) The average marching 
cadence reported was one hundred and forty-four beats per 
minute·, The extremes of this average were from a high of 
one hundred and senenty-six by the University of Pennsylvania 
to a low of ninety-five by Trinity College, Nearly every 
college reported that many diff'erent tempos were used during 
each production. A good example of this was reported by the 
University of Miami Band which stated that in some special 
drills a tempo of three hundred and twenty-four beats per 
minute was used, 
Question lOe (Rehearsal Scb.edule.) From the reports. 
submitted in answer to this question it was found that for 
eve~ hour spent in indoor rehearsal, two hours and twelve 
minutes were spent in o1.1tdoor rehearsal during the football ... 
season. This is an approximation dependent upon vague data 
reported ana such uncontrollable factors as the weather. 
Question 11. (Is the Band R,O,T,C,) Four of the bands 
reported as being R.O.T,C, and eight as R.O.T,C, under a 
separa·te organization. 
Question 12, (List Four Most Frequently Used Marche&) 
In tabulating the response to this question it has become 
necessary to list only those marcb.es which have been chosen 
more than once in the band survey. The number of times it 
was chosen will be shown by a number directly following the 
name of the composer. After the numberthere will be an 
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(s) OJ'' an (sib) which means that the march has been simplified 
(s) or that it is simplified in s book (sib). 
TABLE 1 
LIST OF MARCHES 
Name o:f Mat:>ch Composer 
Billboard March Klohr 
Black Jack March Huffer 
Bom.basto Fsr:rar 
DeMolsy"CQilllllilndry Hell 
El Capitan Souse 
Foot lifter Fillmore 
Gloria, ,,M~:t:cb LOSEIY 
Glocy of, the Gridiron Alford 
Glory of the Trumpets Brock:enshire 
High,SchQo~ Cadets Souse 
IndHiha State March Ferrer 
Invercer,1ll Litt;l.gow 
Joyce's , h1i Regiment Boyer 
King , Cotton sousli 
Liberty. Bell, .. The Sousa 
Men of Ohio Fillmore 
Netioplll &nblem Begley 
Officer of the Dey Hal1 
On tbe Square Panella 
Our.Director Begley 
Salutation Seitz 
Semper Fidelia Souse 
ShsriJ.!I!loo't;ers Metallo 
Show Boy, The Huff 
Stars end Stripes Forever Sousa 
Them Basses Huff 
Thunderer, The Sousa 
Trisgisn March Losey 
Washington Post Souse 
Victory March, Notre Deme Shell 
Simplified 
Frequency Version 
4 
2 sib 
2 sib 
2 sib 
2 sib 
2 
4 
2 
2 
2 s 
2 sib 
5 
2 s 
2 sib 
2 sib 
3 
3 sib 
2 
2 
4 sib 
2 sib 
4 sib 
2 sib 
2 
3 sib 
5 
4 s 
2 s 
7 s 
2 
13 
Question 13', {List Fo\U" Most Frequently Used Populatr 
Tunes,) The results or this question have been tabulated 
according to alphabetical order and s~so indicated by number 
arter the publisher is the number of times the composition 
was reported in the survey, 
TABLE 2 
LIST OF POPULAR TUNES 
Name of Composition 
Chattanooga Shoe Shine Boy 
Darktown Strutters Ball 
Daybreak 
Dearie 
Dry B""" A& 
Goodni te Irene 
Goofus 
Greet Dey 
Harvest Moon 
Hoop-de-doo 
I Can't Give You Anything But Love 
It's Later Than You Think 
Publisher 
Am, Swing Booklet 
Am. Swing Booklet 
Hal Leonerd 
Hal Leonerd 
Leo Feist 
Old Piano Roll Blues, The Hal Leonard 
Pavanne 
Sleigh Ride 
Smoke Gets In Your Eyes 
Take Me Out To The Bell Game 
Tiger Rag 
Tzena, Tzena, Tzena 
When Irish Eyes Are Smiling 
Whiffenpoot Song 
Hal Leonard 
Frequenc' 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
q, 
2 
2: 
2 
7 
2 
2 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
2 
2 
In the past few years, most music publishing companies 
have been including sample band shows with their popular 
music aeries. The Hal Leonerd Music Inc, publishing house 
has devoted much attention to this type of music and fo~on, 
Question 14. (List of Four Novelty Tunes Used.) 
The results of ouestion number 14 have been compiled in a 
similar manner to those in ouestion 13. Some of the compositions 
mentioned in this tabulation are not necessarily novelty 
tunes but have been used in connection "'rith some humorous 
formation which would imply novelty to the music. 
TABLE 3 
NOVELTY TUNES 
Name 
Comedians Gallop 
Drum Majors Special 
Dry Bones 
Evolution of Dixie 
Grandfather's Clock Overhauled 
Liza Trombone-Shoutin' 
])i!an On The Flying Trapeze 
Sleigh Ride 
South Rampart Street Parade 
St. Louis Blues 
St. Louis Blues March 
Syncopated Clock 
Varsity Drag 
Vfuistler And His Dog, The 
Freq;uency 
2 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
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question 15. (Fanrares.) Tne report to tnis question 
showed tnst twenty-two bends used original ranreres wnich were 
composed to fit tne tneme of tne snow while four used the 
Paul Yoder fenrarea. Two bends used marches that begin with 
a renrare. The rollowing is a list of published fanreres. 
TABLE 4 
Name Composer Publisher Explanation 
Hal Leonard Fenreres Hal Leonarlf,Inc. 
Forty-eignt Fanfares H. Alrord Carl Fischer, Inc 
16 
Radio Fanfares Schaeffer Fillmore Published in 
three seta; 
easy,medium 
Fanfare for "A 
& ditricult 
Ceremonial Occasion" Ketelby Belwin 
Brass; Sextet P. Clapp Bel win 
Shown below is tne "Whole Tone" fanrare used by the 
University of Cinoinatti Band. 
PLATE 1 
WHOLE TONE FANFARF 
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Question 16. (Music Folde~ Used While Marching.) 
Listed below are the most commonly used' types of music folders 
with the number of schools using each listed after the name. 
Five directors reported that all the music is memorized for 
each band show. 
TABLE 5 
MUSIC FOLDERS 
N!lti!e and Type 
Spiral Plastic Folio 
Plasti Folio 
March Folio 
Godard Loose-Leaf 
Folder 
Viso Cellophane Folder 
Music pasted on card-
board. One pert on 
each side. 
Music photostetically 
reduced and pasted 
on cardboard. 
Frequency Producing Agency 
11 Carl Fischer Inc. 
6 Plesti Music Ce. 
Evensville, Ind. 
4 E. s. Meade 
Aurora, Ill. 
} 
2 
1 
1 
Carl Fischer Inc. 
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Question 17. (Signals.) Tne rrequency of difrerent 
signals used by college bends is listed below along witn 
certain interpolations rollowing each type of signal. 
TABLE 6 
TYPES OF SIGNALS 
Type 
\olnistle signal 
Gun signal 
Baton signal 
Drum tap and roll-off 
signal 
Signal fro:m so:me 
instrumentalist 
~ignal fro:m director 
Explaination Frequency 
Long and short blast 36 
variations. 
Te:mpo indicated by 
four blasts. 
For :marching drill only. 
Four taps on bess drum 
to indicate roll-off. 
2 
29 
2 
2 
17 
Twelve colleges indicated tn~t signals were written on 
the :music. The University of Notre De:me reported, 1111/e work 
on the theory that we went as few signals as possible noticed 
by the audience. Use is :made of the silent count." Whereas 
North Carolina State College of Agriculture and Engineering 
reported, "No set rule. We use one or another or a combination 
or none at all depending on necessity and desireability in 
any given situation. A s:mootn performance with as little 
'hocuc pocus' as possible is our :motto~ 
18 
Question 18. (Letter Formations.) Forty-seven out 
of the fifty-three bands reporting indicated that they make 
letter formations of different types and styles as list.ed 
below. Shown after each type is the frequency of use. 
TABLE 7 
TYPES OF LETTER FORMATIONS 
Formations 
Still letters 
Moving letters 
Block letters' 
Fancy letters 
Double line letters 
Single line letters 
Stand-up letters 
Squat or kneeling letters 
Hake word formations 
Frequency 
46 
37 
44 
22 
36 
42 
42 
17 
37 
19 
Q.uestion 19. (Charts used to Indicate Let tel' Formations.) 
From the results of this survey .it was found that thirty-
four bands use same method of charting to indicate the position 
of bandsmen in letter formations. Nine reported that they 
did not use this device. Of the many variations reported 
there has been a tabulation made on the next page to show 
each type of chart and the frequency of its use. 
TABLE 8 
TYPES OF CHARTS 
Description of Chart FrequencJ 
Mimeographed sheets of all formations 5 
using a number to show the position 
of each band member. 
Use of a blackboard to show formations. 4 
Mimeographed sheets of typewritten 3 
explanations with cued music and 
individual placement indicated by 
number in formation. 
Stenciled sheets of all formations 3 
using a number to show the position 
of each band member. 
Scale model field with men to match. 1 
Formation is drawn on graph paper 1 
then blackboard is used for further 
information and explanation •. 
Simple formations easily shown 1 
on the field. 
Q,uestion 20. (Drill Maneuvers.) Listed on the next 
page are the different types of drill maneuvers common to 
the marching band and directly following each type is the 
frequency of use as reported. 
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TABLE 9 
DRILL MANEUVERS 
Type of Maneuver Frequency 
Countermarch 
Obliques (Difficult while playing) 
Column Movements 
Flank Movements 
Echelon Movements 
To the Rear March 
The Four Winds 
Invent Special Military Maneuvers 
29 
13 
32 
29 
8 
19 
5 
1 
Question 21. (Stunts, Tricks, and Special Ideas. 1 
The following is a selected list of the best answers to this 
question. 
11A musical performance built around a theme 
or fitting occasion." 
11 Play a song straight through and then a ·-
small group of players separate from the 
main formation and play the same song in 
Dixieland style." 
"Use a girls' drill team of fifty or more 
for precision drill." 
"'Stick figure 1 'pictures with props and 
movement." 
"Sparklers at night -- Pom pams stuck in 
the turf in daylight." 
11Costumes.and various accessories for drum 
majorettes." 
"Dance routines." 
"Script writing to explain the show to the 
pu'l:rlic." 
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Quest,ion 22. (Field Entrance.) Tabulated below are 
the dirferent devices used to make an entrance onto the 
football field. The rrequency of use follows each type. 
Type 
Block formation. 
TABLE 10 
FIELD ENTRANCE 
Enter on ten or twenty yard line and 
play fanfare to center field. 
Enter through the goal posts. 
Company front or single rile. 
Split band formation with fanrare. 
School letter formation - playing. 
All sides at once. 
Frequency 
6 
5 
4 
3 
3 
1 
1 
Question 23. (Field Exit.) The tabulated results 
of this question are listed below followed by the number of 
times a particular exit pattern is used. 
TABLE 11 
FIELD EXIT 
Type 
March off in letter formation; 
playing. 
March off the middle of the field 
into the stands. 
March off the end zone. 
March to the nearest side line 
single file. 
March off the middle of the field 
by ranks. 
Run or trot off - furl formation. 
Frequency 
8 
7 
6 
5 
3 
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Ques_t._~on 24. (Basic marching Formation.) The basic 
marching formations of many of the reporting bands will be 
found in the Appendi'x (third i tern).. The key to t'fJ.e initials 
and abbreviations used to reuresent instruments will be 
found in the Appendix (second i·tem, question twenty-four, 
pa~~:e 49 ) • 
Ques'\;ion ~.-!.: (Name the Three or Four Very Best '-lip:h 
School ::lands in Your Aresr.) The purpose of this question 
is to provide e 11 st of h.hrh school bands throu,.hout the 
country that are I')Onsidered to be t.he best j n the area-
mentioned. T'le resultes of this ques+.~on Rre tabulated in 
alnhabetical ord.er accordino; to states. 
State and Cit" 
A?T'tol'!A 
Tuscon 
Tusr~ I')!: 
Pheonix 
CALIFORNIA 
Los Angeles 
Los Angeles 
DEIEWARE 
Claymont 
Laurel 
Camden 
FLORIDA 
Miami 
Miami' 
Miami 
Ft. Lauderdale 
TA3IE 12 
Tuscon ryiO"h S""col 
Amn"1 +"e,-,•~~ ,-igh ':chool 
Glendale High School 
Grossmont High School 
Bakersfield High School 
Claymont High School 
Laurel High School 
Caesar Rodney High School 
Miami' Senior Pip;h School 
Miami Edison High School 
Miami' Jackson High School 
Ft. Lauderdale High School 
"'irector 
?aul Srirnes 
Lawrer::~e ~/i ~,~nr-: 
Al Davis 
H. J. Burt 
Ed Steiner 
Arthur Kretz 
Ed Engelhart 
Al Wright 
J. H. Reynolds 
Stefan Jones 
Henry McComb 
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TABLE 12, SELECTED HIGH SCHOOL BANDS, (Continued) 
State and City 
GEORGIA 
Atlanta 
Atlanta 
Columbus 
IDA.BO 
Aberdeen 
Idaho- Falls 
Pocatello 
ILUNOIS 
Joliet 
INDIANA 
Hobart 
Elkhart 
Columbia City 
South Bend 
!OONE 
Auburn 
Portland 
Portland 
MASSACHUSETTS 
Medford 
Lawrence 
Swamscott 
MICHIGAN 
Muskeg an 
MONTANA 
Billings 
Sidney 
Helena·· 
Havre 
NEVADA 
Ely 
NEW HAMPSHIRE 
Concord 
Claremont 
Berlin 
NEW YORK 
Canastota· 
Hamilton 
School 
Roosevelt High School 
Grady High School 
Jordan High School 
Aberdeen High School 
Idaho Falls Hi'gh School 
PocatellO' High School 
Joliet High School 
Hobart Hi~h School 
Elkhart High School 
Columbia City High School 
Riley HiBh School 
Edward Little High School 
Portland High School 
Deering High School 
Medford High School 
Lawrence High School 
Swamsco-tt High School 
Muskegan High School 
Billings High School 
Sidney High School 
Helena High School 
Havre Hi~h School 
White Pines County 
High School 
Concord High School 
Stevens High School 
Berlin Hi~h School 
Canastota High School 
Hamilton High School 
! 
Director 
Irahall Davis 
Gifford 
Lucatsky 
Dick Worthington 
Fred Mueller 
Robert Welty 
William Richardson 
Donald Gay 
Ralph Schoonmaker 
Robert Sault 
Don Hammond 
Stanley Richards 
OrUn Stamm 
Robert Clark 
F. E. Carlson 
A. F. Cluff 
Louis Ptchierri· 
Walter Paskevich 
.John ?~or an 
Lee Wright 
William Knowlton 
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TABLE 12~ SELECTED HIGH SCHOOL BANDS. (Continued) 
State and City 
NEW YORK (Cont.) 
Rochester 
Brock'Oort 
Rochester 
Albany 
Schenectady 
Schenectady 
OHIO 
Mascillon 
Ravenna 
Newcomerstown 
Lakewood 
Cleveland 
East Cleveland 
OKLA.l'! OMA 
Henryetta 
El Ren~ 
Perry 
Pa~rnee 
PE:NN SYL VANI .A · 
State College 
Phillipsburg 
Jersev ::bore 
Redley 
Wayne 
RHODE I Sl.AN:9 
East Providence 
SOUTH CAROUNA 
Charleston County 
Duanesburg 
Beaufort 
Columbia 
Camden 
Sumter 
SOUTH DAKOTA 
Siouz City 
Madison 
Virmilli"on 
Salem 
School 
Aquinas qigh School 
R•ockport High School 
Franklin Hi~h School 
Christian Brothers Academy 
Draper High School 
Nott TerraeeHigh School 
Mascillon High School 
Ravenna TownP~ip 
Hi·?-;h School 
Xewcomerstown High School 
Lakewood Hi~h School 
Collenwood Hi;z:h Xhool 
Shaw Hit~:h School 
Henryetta· High School 
El Reno High School 
Perry High School 
Pawnee High School 
State Colle~e Hi~h School 
PhilU psburg High School 
Jersey Shore Hi'sh School 
Redley Township 
Hi;z:h School 
Valley Forge MiUtary 
Academy 
Director 
R. J, Hasenauer 
Van Conradt 
c. B. Scammell 
Ford 
P:arfler 
J, Russell 
Arthur Jewell 
R. earner 
Robert Fraser 
w. A. Anderson 
Melbern Nixon 
Orlan Lemler 
Ashley Alexander 
Frank Hege 
John Manner 
Frank Shoendolpher 
Marie Sidorsky 
Keith Feltham 
East Providence High School Stephen Farnum 
Charleston Count~ High 
Scho'Ol 
Duanesburg High School 
Beaufort High School 
Decker High School 
Camden High School 
Sumter High School 
East High School 
Madison Hi'gh Scho~l 
Virmillion Hitth School 
Salem High School 
Patrick Leonard 
c. D. Gentry 
R, C. Wald 
Pat Garnett 
G. Hutchi'ns 
James Pritehard 
Dale Caris 
Wi"lliam Ireland 
\Villard Fegfar 
fum Koth 
TABLE 12• SELECTED HIGH SCHOOL BANDS. (Continued) 
state and City 
UTAH 
Park City 
Of!; den 
1J!:tGINIA 
Richmond 
Norfolk 
WT S'JONSIN 
Beloi"t 
School 
Park City High School 
Ogden High School 
Thomas Jefferson High 
School 
Maury High School 
Beloft Hi):l:h School 
Director 
Byron Jones 
Phillip 1Jalbv 
Frank Weindt 
s. 3erg 
QuestiorL~I>'"._ (Band Participation with Cheering Section •. ) 
The results of this question show that twenty-two bands 
play popular songs of the day, school songs, fight cheers, 
and trumpet cheers with the cheering section thus co!ltributing 
to the effectiveness of this group. 
TABLE 13 
BA~'D PA.l't'l'ICIPATTON WITH CHEERING S":G"'TON 
Type "'req'..tency 
9rums with cheers 4 
Play marches 4 
Play jazz selections 1 
Trombone cheers 1 
0,ard section cheers l 
C:uesti_g_:rL?_h- (Twirler Activities.) The findin~s 
on the next page in table form. The frequency of use is 
indicated directly to the right of each statement. 
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TABlE 14 
TWIRLER ACTIVITIES 
Type of ¥aneuver 
Twirl before the band and march 
Frequency 
8 
Twirling and struttir~ display; 8 
assist with stunts; lead sections 
of the band in maneuvers 
Twirling ballet and acrobatics 4 
Twirl and direct 3 
One show features the twirlers each 2 
season 
'l'wirlers devise and choose mm 
routines 
Fl~ twirler drills 
Stay on the sidelines and twirl 
Twirlers perform while band is 
preparing next formation 
2 
} 
1 
1 
Question 28. (Drum Taps.) '"he drum taps shown at 
the bottom of this page are for the most part quite simple 
due to the speed at which they are nlayed. Four colleges 
reported that they use continuous music while on the field. 
One of the most ambitious and difficult tansteps reported 
was the "Three Camps" •. This is an old Revolutionary War solo. 
PLATE 2· 
Drum Taos 
"'II;,~ ~r~ttt*± * ~~,rl1vm*§tj 
~' ~ m 1!9 
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_iuestion 29. (Problems in E~.nd Srow Production.) 
The gre"'test problem 8ccord1"!;?; to tvr'?nty-two bend dir-ectors 
~as th~ l~ck of suff1ctent PehePrsal time for the )rep3r?tion 
of music8l performances. Listed below are the ex?ct statA-
ments used Jn enswer to th~s :uesticn. 
"!~arching in str~.ight 1~nes." 
"G•ttinz th• ldea of the sho~ f~rst.• 
"Timing - 1!1sl.tinz; "~nds run ewer their o'l1ottefl. 
timA ca~sinz cc~r1tcation~ ~~ith d"~lls ~n~ 
medlies." 
"Sme.ll membership of t1oe b"!!d." 
"L"=:!.ck cf bendsmen \"Jith e.bil1.ty e!lrl ~'::'81." 
''L2~k of s~i~it w~th in th~ b2n~ ~?~her~. T~!s ~~ 
~~~ rriffi~rily ·r!th the ~8Ct that ~rP~~t ~-S not 
.s;t .. ,P!l for b?.!lrl ~,:ork." 
"Poo~ football team." 
"None in rartlcul8.r." 
''Difficulty in estsbl~sh\nc ~~w b2nd syst0~.~• 
ncncn~~-ng Dt?rSOY.IUelj inSUff,C'\P!Jt !!JP.~ber3j r:-nl'Tl::-'C't\tiO:l'JC:: 
-()f'_, 3. b:t~ citJr•" 
"Getting the band to sound ~ell, as well as m~~"~ fast." 
''Lack o~ e~~irment." 
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"Lack of talent and money." 
"Putting on a show early in the season and pressures 
of rigorous schedule." 
"Lack of funds and indoor rehearsal facilities •. "· 
"Musical qual! ty and precision marching·. 11 
"Location of sui table music •. " 
"Lack of sufficient staff." 
"Freedom from confli"ct with other school activities." 
ggestion 30. (Best College Bands and Their Strong 
Points.) The following tabulation is arranged to indicate 
the name of the band followed by the reason or reasons why 
it was selected and finally the frequency of selection. 
TABlE 15 
SELECTED COLLEGE BANDS AND THEIR STRONG POINTS 
Name 
University of 
Michigan Band 
University of 
Illinois Band 
Ohio State Band 
Strong Points Frequency 
"The best concert band." 11 
"They march and play 
exceptionally well at all 
times. The tone quality is 
something we could all hope 
for.'' 
"Exceptional musicianship and 
precision. 11 
"Fine music and anpropriate 5 
style." 
11Exce llent musi cianshi I(•" 
"Good all-around band •. 
"Excellent for precision fast 5 
step drill." 
"Precision and volume by 
virtue of their 120 piece 
all brasa 'band. 11 
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TABU: 15, SElECTED COLlEGE BANDS. (Continued) 
Name 
Northwestern 
University Band 
University of 
Minnesota-Band 
University·of 
Wisconsin Band 
Amherst College 
Band 
Butler University 
Band 
Cornell University 
Band 
Florida. A and H 
Band 
Harvard University 
Band 
University of 
Idaho Band 
University of 
Indiana Band 
Michigan State 
Band 
University of 
Oklahoma Band 
Tufts College 
Band 
Yale University 
Band 
Stanford University 
Band 
StroM Points 
"Exceptional concert and 
- marching abil1 ty. 11 
"Excellent f6r urecision 
fast step drill."· 
-
"Smoothness of performance." 
"Good all-around band." 
"Good lower brass section." 
"Spirited performance." 
"Excellent musical 
performances and fine 
marching ability. 11 
"Excellent for precision 
fast step drill." 
"Excellent musicianshirr. 11 
"Fine marching." 
"Perfect nreci sion. 11 
"Precise marching and 
excellent ensemble. 11 
"~arching precision 
very good." 
"Excellent six man novelty 
group·. Best half-time 
show in the east." 
"Well bll.la:nced 
O"<!anization." 
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Frequency 
4 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
l. 
1 
;;ue1:tlon 1:!.. (Th-r<?e Best Sucr:;:;e<:t~"'TIS fo:::-- Figh 
School 3"""'"' D~-rE>ctors.) The stqtem:mts th?.t ::>.re ~uot-oo 
in this section of the report heve been selected on the 
nature. 
"M2ke the production of good music pJgyE>d in 
t~e most music~l way your most lmportDnt aim 
on both the concert stage 0nd the footbPll field." 
"Te"\Ch good merch'ng f·md?.m.ent<>.J s." 
"Keep the footh?.ll b?.!ld sh0w tn ,::oo:\ che_r~~ter. 
S'r-'> C'izn.ity ch?r<>cte1"lstlcs 1•r\t'1 '.'.n lnstlt•ttlon 
of le"."'rine; shcnl il be I>J evidence. Do not stcor to 
too ·w1ch of the trree ring circus l rea, out k"'.er 
the tempo modifiad so the 'rusic ~"n be ple<yed 
well, ?nd the ide9. behind the srnw on 2 gone 
intelligent level." 
"M?.ke t:te b9.nd s.n a~t1 sti~. orz;s.ni::?ttor: Cy W'Jrktng 
1Hith ~rhat is ?VRi}r·ble a.nd 'ns~r-tlY)c on rrccic;io:m, 
'lLrgys fro!:! the point of vi<>w th;;.t th<> st.,C:ent is 
le8.-rr~_ng mCl~e contr0l of himself' 2nr'1. the cY'('tlp o£' 
itsr1f." 
"Choose !:rOod ~usic ( ,.,f' ">11 svi t<>ble ty":'eS) a'1fl 
strive f;r mus1c9l, <>specielly "'hyth~;c 1 in 
!1'"-"'C" • n~r h"nd 1 ~ .. ~f .. c t 'ton • " --~....:; ·------
11 St!'"ess the ecluc?.ti0YJ8.l, cu1 t,_,r~-~-, ?:1d ':lf'r?.l 
p0ssi1Jll1t1es of yc:>ur privllege "!rd opporotnyolty 
of >-:n1"king with these young penple. It h~tS ahr?ys 
been my co"ltention th".t 2. b·;nd director o~ c'trletic 
coach is s f'ei.lure \f his work ~oes not contr!bute 
so-nct'l1ng towsrd maklng bette.,. ~·ti~ens ot)t 0f ':~s 
rl""ote2_;€s." 
"r;?reful planning s-.he2d of tlme - knowtng '.>'~h<e t 
has to be dona end how t0 do lt.• 
"Keep maneuvers S'.~btle b 1.1t ~imple so th2t tbe 
audience can make the!'l out. The l'!ost eff'ectl.ve 
shows tha.t I hsve ?reduced h?vE beD"l the Si!'lplEet." 
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"Sc?.tter to form?tions 2nd letters by t11e sho,.,test 
r-oute end not by ~Enl<~ ?.nd :!'"'..les." 
"'-!old 
style 
the 
for 
tempo d.0•m to e :r1 8y?hle S;"ee<:l. 
ST1'?cp ?nfl_ n0t epeed for S!"H?p. u 
"Instill school sp\rit.• 
Develop 
"Demand musical discipline, in orc1er th"t t'le 
b8.nr1sm~!' re8.l!.z'? t~_eir respons1ht}_it.ies .?.S 2 
public reletions factor t~rouzhout the community 
in which t}1e sch0o1 t: loc?tAd. Thls 2.lso ?.Jils 
ln putting on~ .::;nod perfor!T1Fnce. 11 
"Meke the b?.ndsmen 1-lelieve it is c:n hon.o,., t" 
::clay ln th" hend, by holdinif "'JC'itions, ?.n/J. 
el imintaing those not meetine; cert~ l n ·"uo.J. i ficP tlnn s, 
re~?rdl~ss oft~~ siz~ of th0 h?n~. !t h~s been ~y 
opinion th2t 2ny band ~s no better th<m 1 t-." worst 
1'!1.t_lsi~tan." 
"Bnild up t:me. A ,_ot of stress needed on tntons.tt-:m. 
This is a must. It re::.tuires 2 good d.<?.,.l of 2ttent'.on 
to the students.• 
"The most impor>tant sugzestion is to k<>er t.pe bs;nr'! 
playinz mustc that is 2 shgl~~~E~J ~~d ~Rke the 
stunts jnst h:>r"l_ <>nough so the bccnd. -,-.eo.1 ly has t.) 
z;et Jn ?.nd. diz; on the'!!. It is the belief h_ere 
:.t (name of lnstttution O'Tii tted) that t:oJ.s "' 0 ::'U] ts 
1n zrPoter jor-ro-~rA-rn'Snt OYer ? Short pt?rio0_ Of time 
than any other method." 
"l~Te h~1.re found th9~t a "'!~~t-.,_~o- ? s 9f"Ot'! afte~ the 
zame ?.S rossible (pre+''9Y"?.b1y ,_,the sc!:l.e d:?.y as th~? 
e;ame) for a 1l.sct>.ssl.on of the goorl. Pnd b"'." ::coJnts 
p,...eYents tn~ recn.r~~""',...e of !l'iStPk-:::: s.nd e~t:"0\X~?e:es 
improve"l"'!1t. This Teet'..ng sh,.,:tJ.d be o:oen t.:J ?.'!. 1 
.... 0 ::'lb-=~~ r;f the band (~'1"'~ t~t?i~ :1_1estg) ::-.~cl: ?h0l1]d 
be m2nditory fo-r tr..e di!"~ct~.,...J ?.nd ~yo,,_m ~2.j~r, the 
E"'lU~:'rnent cr~,·r, t!:~ '1. '\ b!'"?.:o:i?n :::.nn the bo.nC rresj d.~Yl.t 
or manager, ::clus any other arl.winistrativ• help 
the dir•ctor may so desire. The me"tlng \s held on 
e. so~i-=:tJ stand?.~~-, w~th diSC 1 Ssion C':)V'8!"~-1-Z ~'rey-y 
ph?.se of the d.qy '~ ?_c.ti,-d_r.il!?s~ ~':"',..,,~tPS should be 
kept e.nd ea.ch o-f' t:he d~['2Y"tments shnuld ~~Scei ve 
a list of "t~ o:·:n -=~is,...,...er-?.nc~e~." 
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!$-uestion ~?. 
High School and Coll~~e ~ir~cto~s in Your Vl~inity for 
!nfo~m~tion ~bout th~ Results 0f 3ese2rch nf thP Iyr~ ! 
i~ Dn1nc in This Survey,) The re~ults of this questi~n 
S!"J()rAr~Q th2.t tr~.irty-fiye "b3nd 4:trectryr·s t'r'lll~_ht the 
inform?tion 1llCUld b~ V?lU2'ble o_s Of'flOS~d t0 tbrf'"\ ·-~i;_o ~0 1J2.d 
see no V 0 lue \n such 2 study. Fnu~ ii~ectors 1·?~~~ 
tr.ese !'1Pn lnCii~eted th2t they c•:e,..e Jnterest8d \n obt-1nlnt:; 
a copy of the conclu~tons. 
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CHAPTER III 
TREAT?1ENT OF THE DATA 
The treatment of the date as reported in chapter 
two will be as follows. Certain questions will be treated 
singly while others will be combined according to subject 
matter. Subject groupings include, Color Guard, Twirlers, 
Instrumentation and Formation, Rehearsals,, Music, Marching 
and Maneuvering, and Uniforms. 
Color Guard 
The colors end color guard is that part of the band 
which is usually noticed first end from it is usually 
created the first impression. The standard of loyalty for 
the school, the state and the nation is expressed in these 
colors. The percentage of color guards reported in the 
survey is about one-third of the number that reported. 
The figure is small for the importance of the subject 
however it would appear that more emphasis, is being placed 
on this section of the band. Patriotic organizations are 
encouraging this practice and schools should be the place 
to train and formulate these habits. 
The appearance end tone (i.e. atmosphere) of the 
organization to follow is established by the color guard. 
The flags should always be clean and brilliant of color. 
The guard should have ell the necessary equipment to 
function properly such as rifles, holsters, aluminum flag 
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poles, etc. Finally, each member of the guard should be 
well schooled in military drill and proper courtesy shown 
the colors. 
Twirlers 
The number of twirlers and their activities as reported 
in questions five and twenty-seven on pages ten and twenty-
six respectively is particularly interesting in view of the 
small percentage of twirlers in college bands and the large 
number generally found in high school bands. This difference 
in thinking is undoubtedly due to the high school band director 
attempting to increase the size and appearance of his band 
and also to provide the experience of participating in the 
band to a greater number of students. As is shown in 
question number twenty-seven the twirlers can be of great 
assistance during the performance of band shows. 
Instrumentation and Formation 
Vital to the instrumentation and formation is the band 
enrollment. The enrollment of a band should be large enough 
to permit as near complete instrumentation as possible and 
yet not include so many as to be cumbersome or allow 
instrument carriers. On the other hand,a band with too few 
members causes too great a burden on too few players and 
tends to sound thin. Between sixty and ninty-five players 
(see Question 4, P• lQJ is found to be a good working 
number. 
The instrumentation of the band is directly connected 
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to the two important factors of sound and appearance. The 
variety and balance of instruments as shown in item 3 
in the Appendix give ample support to this fact. 
The placement of the bandsmen in a marching formation 
is dependent upon the size of the group and the variety of 
instruments. The sample band formations published by 
instrument companies are excellent guides,however the 
pattern selected is contingent upon all of the factors mentioned 
above plus the musical ability of all key players. The 
marching formations included in the Appendix are not 
intended to be copied but merely to show how different 
college directors choose to combine instruments and 
instrument families to produce the all important sound. 
Rehearsals. 
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Band rehearsals. at the beginning of the year are usually 
very active with the preparation of band shows plus organization, 
instrument and uniform problems. With each band master the 
rehearsal problem is different and no set pattern can cover 
all situations,however the general opinion is that there should 
be two hours of outdoor rehearsal for every one of indoor 
rehearsal during football season. (see Question 10, P• 12.) 
Also if a director has seven minutes of entirely new material 
for a band show he should plan to spend at least seven hours 
on its preparation between indoor and outdoor rehearsal. 
Other problems connected with rehearsals are poor band 
member attendance, cold or inclement weather, inadequate 
indoor rehearsal facilities and lack of sufficient staff 
for proper rehearsal coverage. The burden of all these 
throws more pressure on the director. He will have to 
produce new material to replace that part which cannot be 
done because of the above problems. This is very time 
consuming and may involve additional expense. 
:1-iusic 
The musical subject grouped in this section are marching 
cadence 1 marches 1 popular tunes, novelty, tunes 1 fanfares., 
signals used and drum tapa. Cammon to all these items is 
the cadence used to express the best quality of performance. 
The tempo in all cases should be held down to a playable 
speed. That is to say, the speed at which the music was 
intended to be played. :1-iany different tempi are used during 
a show depending upon the requirements of the music being 
played • (see Question 9 1 P• 12.) The average marching tempo 
for str~ight marching was reported at one hundred and forty- \ 
four beats per minute. 
Fanfares are used as an introduction to the show and in 
many instances are original arrangements of the music being 
used. This part of the show is most important since it is 
the first impression and supposed to attract attention to 
what is to follow. The music used in the show should be in 
good taste and played in the most musical manner possible. 
Good suitable, usable music is sometimes difficult to 
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rind. This orten leads to the purchase or considerable 
music berore same piece or section or a composition serves 
the need. Large amounts or novelty and popular music are 
purchased each year (see Tables 2 and 3, PP• 14 and 15.) in 
an attempt to rill this need. 
The drum section provides the marching cadence, drum 
tap and sometimes the signals ror changes or rormation and/ 
or music. The percussion section in the above capacity has 
almost complete control over the success or the show. 
Rererence is made to the statements in the rirst paragraph 
or this section concerning the importance or tempo. Rererence 
is also made to the statements or various bend directors 
(see ~uestion 31, P• 31.) which supports the above statements. 
The types or signals used to indicate changes or 
rormation or music are many and varied. (see Table 6, P• 18.) 
Whatever the signal may be1 it is necessary that it be plainly 
visible and loud enough so that each band member can see end 
hear it easily. 
!<!arching and :Heneuvering 
Marching and maneuvers covers a wide variety or subjects 
including charts, rield entrances, letter rormationa,, drill 
maneuvers, stunts and tricks, andfield exits. Each or these 
items when combined with the other main sections or this 
chapter becomes an individual problem ror the band director. 
First the director has to create a show or perrormance 
and then chart it so that each member or the band will know 
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what he is supposed to do at a given time in a given place. 
The method of mimeographing charts is a common practice.(see 
Table 8, P• 20.) In this way the director is able to transfer 
his ideas to the band in the shortest possible time with the 
leas~ confusion. First on the chart should come the field 
entrance. This part of the show must be spectacular 
particularly in movement and formation. It, together with 
the fanfare,should create a breathtaking experience. If 
well done1 it is wise to perform the same field entrance in 
succeeding performances. This will act as a trade-mark of 
the organization and have somewhat the same effect as the 
Lucky Strike or Ipana comercial themes on television. 
Drill formations are derived from the Infantry Drill 
Regulations of the Armed Services. (see Table 9, p. 21.) 
This type of drill is most effective and popular with college 
directors throughout the country. The basic drill maneuvers 
such as forward march, halt, facings, flanks and others are 
good training for mind, body and the important coordination 
of playing, marching and maneuvering. 
Stunys and tricks that are in good taste with educational 
objectives can be used effectively,however,they should be 
kept simple. (see Question 31, P• 31.) It is not the field 
of the band director to present a three ring circus. Rather 
he should produce a good band sound, a precision in marching 
and maneuvering and a bright lifting beat. 
The exit from the field is as important as the entrance. 
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Many different methods can be devised (see Table 11. P• 22.) 
similiar to those mentioned in chapter two however it is 
necessary that the exit be made quickly to the side lines 
in order not to detain the performance of either the other 
band or the game. Once off the field,any method or means 
may be used to proceed to the next point. In connection 
with this fact,it is desirable to move the entire unit from 
place to place in formation whenever possible. 
Band Uniforms 
Most directors are aware of the tremendous appeal the. 
uniform has with the public and bandsmen alike. The different 
styles and colors produced by uniform manufacturers today 
is most wonderful and gratifying. The plain military coat 
and trouser combination (see Question B. P• 11.) is the most 
popular style followed by the "Eisenhower" or "West Point" 
style. In the latter cambination,much can be done with 
accessories that can make an otherwise drab uniform appear 
more dominant. Huch of the appeal in band uniforms is 
dependent upon a neat clean appearance. 
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CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Many activities go into the fabric of a band show which 
is partly woven by the director and partly by the bandsmen. 
What the director plans should be channeled toward the 
educational, cultural and moral growth of the bandsmen. 
If this planning or creative ability is well thought out 
and executed by the directorJhis bandsmen will be justifably 
proud of the successful record he has scored for himself 
and his band. 
The pattern of success which he has followedJhowever, 
will have been worked out by the band director some time 
before. This pattern involved the directors feelings for 
the growth of the bandsmen and also contained the endless 
task of creating new and better ideas, spending his own time, 
and spending the money of the taxpayer wisely. 
How this has been done is expressed to some degree in 
the preceeding chapters,however, a more complete summary 
will be made at this time. First, there was the teacher's 
position with a band band that was a potential focal point 
of the school and community. · The problems encountered in 
the operation of this band were most perplexing and prompted 
the director to seek advise from some of the best men in the 
band field. Since the greatest problems came at the beginning 
of the year during football seasonJit was decided to confine 
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his inquiry to college band directors who had football bands. 
The results of this questionnaire were most gratifying and 
in a great majority of cases served to support some of the 
basic beliefs and practices. 
As a result of this information,data was formulated to 
show the practices of college band directors. From this data) 
it was found that many of these ideas and practices reported 
by the colleges could be applied almost directly to the 
high school level and thus help to solve many theoretical 
and practical problems. Secondly, the data reported in this 
thesis should support the director in his request for funds 
and additional help from the school principal, superintendent 
and/or school committee. 
The recommendations which I would offer to band directors 
who have read these pages would include the subjects of 
twirlers, color guard and the survey report of the three 
best suggestions that could be given to high school band 
directors. {see Question 31, P• 31.) 
The twirlers of a band are necessary only to the extent 
that such activity offers greater opportunity for more students 
to participate in band activities. This in itself is good> 
however,unless there is some compitent teacher of twirling 
in the school or community it is very likely that discontent 
will arise among the girls who seem to work toward the head 
twirler or drum majors uniform as a goal. The band director 
is is too busy with his band to afford much time to the 
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twirlers. Furthermore, it has been justly said and observed 
by many that some twirlers apparently try to put on a leg show 
which is not educational, moral or cultural. In certain 
cases an attempt should be made to redirect the talents of 
these girls to some band instrument. Twenty years later 
these girls will probably not be twirling before a band, 
but could well be playing an instrument in it and enjoying it. 
I would also recommend that a properly equipped and 
well trained color guard be a regular part of the formation 
of every high school band in the country. To give this 
section of the band more importance>! feel that a formal 
retreat parade similiar to that performed by the United 
States Army would add much meaning and importance to the 
flags. Such an event could be performed on or near Flag 
Day. This type of performance is educational and in the 
best interests of all forms of Americanism. 
As a final recommendation to this thesis I would draw 
special attention to the three best suggestions for high 
school band directors. (see ~uestion 31, P• 31.) In the 
report to this question can be found a collection of the 
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most vibrant and timely thoughts that could possibly be gathered. 
These statements reflect many years of experience in football 
band music and may well serve as a guide to the future success 
of many bandmasters. 
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APPENDIX 
LETTER OF INTRODUCTION (Item 1) 
Dear Director: 
GARDNER HIGH SCHOOL 
GARDNER, MASSACHUSETTS 
December 7, 1950 
I am making a survey or the activities or college 
rootball bands: in order to compile ractual inrorma·tion 
concerning original ideas on band music and all types or 
rormations: ror a thesis which will be or value to all band 
directors. 
You are in a position to help me greatly by rilling 
out the enclosed questionnaire and returning it to me in 
the enclosed selr-addressed envelope at your earliest 
convenience. 
An answer to every question, plus any additional 
inrormation that I have not directly sought, but which 
you reel will prove interesting and contributory, will 
be sincerely welcomed. Please give as detailed and 
speciric descriptions as possible. 
A prompt and rull reply to this questionnaire will 
be deeply appreciated. In return ror your co-operation 
I will be pleas.ed to send you a copy or the conclusions. 
which I draw rrom this survey. 
Thank you very much ror your assistance. 
Sincerely yours, 
Henry ~!. Gates: 
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BAND SURVEY FORM (Item 2) 
for additional inform~tion.) 
Pl•~se ~nswer each ~uestlon as ~ully as possible. ~ake 
9Sttrr~:-.tes or ~·I'::'·.,...OYim_-.tions ~-~ e:r.::_~.t :?!?SNer:s '•.re YJnt 
read\ly avE.ilable. 
1. N?me of school 
J. 
6. 
R. 
~-:1...1rn~'?!" rJf' b~_SS~S 
h?. ~; t-:me 
ho:-ns 
c-yml)?l~ 
"!h?t i~ ynt1~ -e~?~~~~l 
~?~y:...;~ r'"'--'! f!'l1Jr~ tlrr.e ~-s 
011tdo~!"' :~?) 
cor~:v~t s 
cl.?rin.ot.~ 
sB.xorhnnes 
troiT'hcn:2 s 
sch~CI.ule; (ho:v -n?.n:r t-yJ_r2, T·.·~?.t 
:.:;;e-nt ~!:.:3~r:: .. s, -::._~--:1. r-....f .... ,,.-:,_., 
·-----·--·----
1? p1e~SS ~~_mo r'"'~'r {n~ ~~~e) n~ ~~S T~rch?S th~t 7n~ 
~?ve r~lte~ u~o~ ~nst ~·J~~n2 t~c r??t fn~t~?ll 2°~S0~~ 
!'J~~m.e of :nc.,...r:-'1: P1Jhl~-~t~?r 
13. L L~<.:e~Ar~. se fo"Y' IY)~nls.r t'...tnes 
N?.l'!!e 
------------
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1.4. ~lso f0~ no?e1ty 
:-:. :~e 
15. ··:~:;.t '='.1J'YJ_t :f·___,;:-l_f? . .,..€'3'? (;r.~---~'-lS~:·~T't :;-~m-.--"!,'?l" 0f' ~CT'?T'. ')~ 
f'~_!":_ f: -rn s :-\ , 1 r..~ ~,~ ~~' '·'':' 1_::::: nT!le • ; 
1_t), '::n'?t t.;'::-'o :'If .,.,.....,~~?:-' ')..,... 1'"!1""":-"C:~ b'>0k ·:_J.c;>r~ ~r-'~11.,... 1--: ~1'1 '1!:? 
\·!lc11"' on the :"'leld? {!\otes nn itrlo':··t1ons tn t"2 t;-re 
~f tl-),se folders, o!' 11') t'leir r?c;u'.cr d1st-r'b\lt1on t0 
members will be of interest.) 
17. Si2;l1?1s; -rc.:. ?.r8 yP;o~· ':l~!c-r i:::te:-'s~-~ted in '-<D0~·-.·i~S:- ")nut 
t~~ metho~s you use ~~ ~\3n?li~: fnr~?t~~~E, ir\1J3, 
!L 9 .rchin-=:;J l)'?ginning 0T' ~~J.~ic, etc., ~tc. p:._p:~s~? ·ir?~<"'"!""j_'Js 
~s fully ~5 possible. 
? .• 
s. 
c. 
d. 
0 
' . 
f', 
.... 
b. 
c. 
d • 
e. 
/1-cistlo. :ien<>ls 
Gun ~i_;ne.ls 
B"?ton s1znels 
Drum t~p 2nd rnll-off slsn~ls 
S1_·-rn9ls fyoom s::;~e "'-l'!St.,...,_J:!'lt":'>:;t-:.1 ~ st ,, 
Signals f'rom dlr~'?tor 
Oth~r 
f0rmatton" 
19. ~o you ;-? ch?~ts tc t?~~~ th~ ~~~~ ~0~ t~ ~· ke t~s 
letters? Cntlld you i~clttde ~n3r s~m~l0s? 
?~. ~hst ~rills d0es you~ h~nd do? 
22. Ho1n :1c.:·es Y''n:r b~nd l.'S 1).211y ,~ Kl9 ~-t~ SY}t..,...,..=-_!:.c~ to th~ 
fielc? 
2). 
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?L~. ·:·!h2t is ~ .. our b2.81<:' mar~htns; f0rrn·_,_t-i~Y1? 
(Ex?~rl~: lst r2nk of b?nd) 
EB 
FH RH FH ~~ ::<--~~ 
Let th~s form '.,(r.ich 
your r,,nd. 
is indic?ted b~low rerrefent 
-------
--- ---·- ---
F----:'i'lute 
P----P~('C'OlO 
ECL--E~ Cl9.r1,.,et 
CI.---~ · C'1 ~r~~<?t 
~CI--~lto Cl?rjnet 
3CL--2=~SS Cl~~i~ot 
·:'----Oboe 
~H---English :I0!""n 
3SS--::3assoo1"1 
SS---Snrr?no Saxophone 
1' .. 2 ---.;"1~1 to Sc:-:o:rhone 
TS---Tenor S?X0fho~e 
P~---3~~1to~~ ~qv0rhn~~ 
3!S--~33S ~~·~~~o~~ 
C----C"..,...""'e-t 
T-- -- r~., : ...... :-o t 
FH---P'rPn-0~: ~:nrYJ. 
~U---Velve B~~31_A ~b 
ALI'--1:~ 1 t: r"'IJ"t i u:n 
!.E---).1 t("l Eorn 
B.Ll_B.--~? r i ttJ'!!~ 
TR---Tb0mhone 
~E---Sb E'J_:JS 
33---~ l:'J_ s s 
SD---':11 :ire :Jr,un 
3~---:=: ss Sr'.UTI 
CY!vl--C~rmb=-·_1 s 
'1'~---·:rencr Drum 
TY---·ryrr1ran1 
25. .\s yo,, ~~e it r.rh~.t 2.re th~ thre~ IJ~ fo'J.r- ~.re~:~ hest ~1gh 
school b?nds in Y"!>r :trea (f'or schools nf' their si~e)? 
!f you (lo not. c~~·.re tc answer t~:l.s ·:ouestior.. I 1.':111 
n.nde!"'St?.'l1fl f"nlly. 2utJ lf :''""'V 0.0 _nsi•T8~~ J011~ st .... t.e>rn~~t 
will~~ kept strictly confidentigl. 
Schonl Direct~r 
?~. ~~~ct ~oes your bn~~ ~r"'l whi1~ in t~o st~nde, ~2rt,cul~-,:· 
i~ :-~~~'1Y!Ct1on '.'!~_tt... +-.reo ':', .... ,...n.,...j ~: '?2c+-.~~~? (~z~~rl~ 
ch~~~s, yells, et~., ~e1c~me) 
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?R On t!--_e st3.v~s belO'.'l !'le"=" se t-.Ti tl? ~'0~_,_.,... .~su.?.l 0ru:n t2r 
nsed ~..,_rh'\_1e the b2.nd is 0!1 thP fi81C_. If more th::-.r: ,.,ne 
is USI3d ~~!hlle tl-}e bs.nd is on th~ f!2l~ _:---J=::~-c-'"" iV'\~~:::::.te. 
In Y'"ltlr t?'3tirnat10"!"' ,,,l-\~t '."rere t~'10 rnost ~n ..... ~r:'.).S Y'!"Oblc::r:s 
r.,h:_~.h -F'-:_,...._~0 ~10U ~'Yl ~'')'}.-r:' :!~OClUCti!J"!! Of l:>2_n_rl ~:..,r"'~·T8~ '2,!Jr} 
1_~ th~ ~r?~?tio~ 0f ~,~-~~ bsnd t~1s ye?r? 
JO. In yoq~ esti"1c>t1cm ( strietl:' ,...~nfident~2l) ·,.rh<>t ~s the 
best college band that you have seen? ',-/hst ·.ms their 
strnn~est ~oint? 
31, ~hat a~e th~ three hest sugg?stions th~t y0~ ~~~1ld give 
for hish s~h0n) h~~1 directors? 
32. In your opinion is there 8. need among hizh school <>.nd 
college direc-tors in your vicinity for 1nformstion 
about the results of research of the type th,.t we e.re 
doing in this survey? 
TE'~''L'CS ?)~ ?ILLING THIS OU'l', PLEPS~: ""TIBE !"S P'O'Ji'!P'rLY :\:0. 
POS.~IBL:S ;·~ND :!:NC'I..:..~E ~·~NY S! .. MPLE2:., C~!~:=?.T~, 3TJI.!.STI~:3, 0~ 
8TH~S Iv:.r~·_r~-~1IALS YCHJ rrHif\TK M"I'}HT GIV~ 1.TS ~\ H'S~ .. ~S~ 1T)SA OF 
YOtT~ B.~!'7D 1S ~"!.CT~VITIES, NET~O:JS, P~1.0BL£:'-~S. TE!~N.v~S LG~~_!N. 
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MARCHING FORMATIONS (Item 3) 
7~ 
~B ~6 
8; 
.f 
.A s B T s /IS 
~6 f"'t t. .34 lrL lA~.£ ~ll 
r 'II 
cr p r ~ p ~y 
[e"P c5 p ~t: 
j8e tJ BIJ 
.... 
-r ·~ 
WB , 'I BtJ 
(!. L 
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IT I 
t 
J, ~, nr r.s 81,. 
A .s r.s ~ ~/. L'L '!£. ~,, 
rn 
l~ ~r !.co.~n ~b 
4 kf et. 4~16.olle·, I ~ 
lt!t 
11 
F 
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.... If 
e. ~,f' 
.c ~B 
A 
I'-'"' 
I 
~L 
:~ / ;) 
~p :er 
~ £) ~ p 
AI ~ F. ¥ 
n re 
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7 ,. If 7 'If' 
~.c!i I....- ~ii 
, 
4.~ ,f !Ill 
8P tJ y IRJ! 
~p 
~I. p 
,? .. :- 7 ~s 
e 
3 ./1 ~ 
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..., D 
I 
'I 
e,. If 
~~ 
i. ? 
I ::7 
;:: II 
~B Bi' 
~..0 et ,< In {:y 8t 
.. r-D ) "II ~8 
,-:j s 
7 s 
At 'J. Bt. ~ 
L L. 
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7 ,f 
A w B. ~If 
II .s lcfs ~s 8.5 r.s 
n 
\. ... 
81) tt ~L} 
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.... ~ 
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B 8 
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T R 
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&I 
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_, 
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